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ISOSTOP 500 Ev – Certification according to  
ETAG 027 guideline 

PFEIFER ISOFER AG has added a further milestone to their range of low energy rockfall protection systems 
by certifying the rockfall barrier ISOSTOP 500 Ev according to the European guidelines ETAG 027. This 
 rockfall barrier is based on the key features of our latest innovations. In addition to a better-than-average 
performance in the event of impact, the product design also focused on a simple, safe and economic instal-
lation procedure, made possible, primarily, by the use of viscoelastic FLEXNET and ISODISK modular brake 
elements.

For certification purposes, the rockfall protection kit, with a length of 30 m, 
was installed on a vertical rock wall at our company-owned free fall test site 
in Trento in only 35 hours.

Assembly couldn’t be simpler: after erection of the lightweight hollow section 
posts (50 kg only) which include pre-installed FLEXNET packages, and ten-
sioning of the bearing ropes, the nets are drawn like curtains and connected 
by shackles. Subsequently, the additional wire mesh need only be unfurled and 
the protection system is ready for use! Removable stirrups on the steel posts 
facilitate safe climbing during installation.

Failure-free system performance  
after MEL-test

View of the system prior  
to certification test

Boundary section free of openings  
after completion of test series

Newly developed universal ground plate  
for soil and rock anchorage

Steel posts with pre-installed  
Flexnet packages

The newly developed and patented 
horizontal rope guide significantly 
smoothes the braking process so that 
load forces acting on the anchors can 
be continuously kept at a low level. 
Since high load peaks are avoided, the 
drilling effort necessary for anchorage 
can be significantly minimized and  
the system’s costs are reduced even 
further. The homogeneous system 
design, in which each single compo-
nent perfectly matches the others, 
also provides for the elimination of 
any lateral openings at the boundary 
posts, thus enhancing the protective 
effect in the event of subsequent 
impacts.
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